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Can you think back to a time when you were so excited about something you could barely sleep 
because of the anticipation?  Then the day comes and what was once a dream, hope or goal  
becomes your actual experience.  You were expecting something good to happen and it did.  
This is the best way to begin this course, with complete and total expectation that your life is 
going to change and transform into you having your dreams become a reality.  I know - I am not 
just the creator of this course - I am a graduate.  I scored low in every category of my life.  By the 
wonderful grace of God and walking these steps out, my life was truly transformed from 
addiction, poor relationships, financial struggles and loss of purpose into a the life I always 
desired for myself and my family.  If you walk through this course and do the work, transformation 
will take place.  So buckle up and get ready to take your life to the next level. 
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We all have the amazing potential to create a life we desire that is both successful and fulfilling at 
the same time.  There are times however our lives don’t truly reflect the outward expression of 
our inward desires.  Why is this?  Two reasons, beliefs and decisions. Our beliefs about specific 
areas of our lives (money, health, relationships, spirituality) drive all of our decisions.  If your are 
not experiencing the life you desire, it is because of some limiting belief that is informing your 
decisions.  These Limiting beliefs keep us caught in the same old cycles of life creating the same 
old experiences over and over again.  Many times we are completely unaware of our limiting 
beliefs.  All we know is we just can’t seem to move forward in our true desires.  Why?  This is 
because we have told ourselves a story so many times, we don’t even know the story exists and if 
it is the truth or a lie.  These beliefs wrapped in story lock us inside of our same old decisions not 
allowing us to see that there is way through and life can be everything you desire.  How do we 
get out of this cycle? It begins by getting honest with ourselves, asking new questions and taking 
new actions.  Asking yourself, are you truly living the life you desire.  When asking this question, 
ask with some form of measurement to help give clarity on where we are and where we want to 
be.  Taking new actions means looking at the stories you are telling yourself in the these areas.  
Asking if they are true or not.  What is the story that is keeping you from living the life you desire?  
As scripture tells us, you shall know the truth and the truth shall set you free.  Honesty and new 
action is the first step to moving towards the life of your wildest dreams.  So let’s get started!!!

W H AT ’ S  K E E P I N G  Y O U  
F R O M  G E T T I N G  I T

T W O  
T H I N G S  
S T O P  U S  

• L I M I T I N G  
B E L I E F S  

• D E C I S I O N S  

WHAT DO 
YOU WANT?



 

Money/Career - Health/Wellness - Relationships - Spirituality 
On a scale of 1-10 rank where you are today in relationship to where you would like to be 

HOW DO YOU MEASURE UP?



 

What is keeping you from being an 8 or above?  
Circle or write the belief/s holding you back 

WHAT ARE YOUR LIMITING BELIEFS

• I don’t have time 

• I don’t understand 

• All the good ones are taken 

• I am scared of rejection 

• I don’t have what it takes 

• I could never do that 

• I am just not good with money 

• I will never be able to retire

• I don’t deserve love 

• I don’t have the willpower 

• Am I settling 

• Success is just luck 

• It’s all about who you know 

• I don’t have enough education 

• I don’t have enough money 

• What’s the use anyway

• The belief/story holding you back 



Change your story and you will change your life.  This may sound to good to be true, or maybe to simple to 
be true.  THE TRUTH IS - what you just circled or wrote down is the only thing keeping you from living a life 
you truly desire.  When I began to understand these steps, I scored a 4 on my health and wellness.  I desired 
to be at an 8.  I was 40 pounds over weight, couldn’t see my feet in the shower and could only string 3 pull-
ups together.  I desired a fit/tone body that was strong and full of energy.  My limiting belief and story - I don’t 
have time.  “I would have to live in the gym to look good and get in shape, who has time for that”.  When I 
finally got honest about where I was in relation to where I wanted to be and got honest about the story I was 
telling myself, I received one of the greatest gifts in life - I got my power back.  How?  By allowing me see 
that the belief/story I was telling myself was holding all my power.  I was living at a 4 in this area of my life 
because of a story, based on an assumption.  The story told me I did’t have time.  It’s not my fault, time just 
doesn’t permit it.  I mean after all I have a lot of other important things in life that require my attention.  So it 
wasn’t my choice, my choice was being made for me. The story I was telling myself held my power 
because the story was choosing for me.  By being honest I was able to come to this amazing realization that 
I was giving away my power to choose for myself.  I was giving my power to a story.  Upon realizing this fact, 
this meant I can either let this story continue to choose for me or I can choose for myself?  It was now my 
decision to make.  In gaining these realizations, I determined that if I want to move to the 8 that I desire, I will 
need to find a new set of beliefs that will support my decision because my current beliefs are not going to get 
me there.  This means asking new questions while at the same time letting go of all my assumptions.  Is it true 
that I don’t have time?  No!  That is a lie, I have time.  I am not making time.  Why would I make this 
assumption?   What was driving this limiting belief causing me to create this assumption?   One word.

W H O  
H O L D S  
Y O U R  
P O W E R ?  

• Y O U  ( O R )  

• T H E  S T O RY  

TAKE YOUR POWER BACK



3  K E Y S  T O  
L O O K  F O R  

• I N T E N T  

• I L L U S I O N  

• I N I T I AT E  

QUESTION YOUR ASSUMPTIONS

The one word is only one fuel source propelling every assumption that lies inside of all our limiting beliefs and 
stories. SCARCITY - scarcity of time, scarcity of resources, scarcity of people, scarcity of skillset, scarcity of love, 
scarcity of purpose, scarcity of meaning, scarcity if mission.  What is fueling scarcity - FEAR - fear that our 
needs won’t be meet.  Fear of not being enough, not having enough, not wanting enough, not loving enough, 
not growing enough, not giving enough.  How do we let go of assumptions that are fueled by scarcity and 
fear?  By finding the positive intent, realizing the illusion scarcity is creating and then initiating our new truth 
and belief.  Our ancestral brain is always scanning the environment for threats.  This comes from when our 
ancestors were living in caves and the threat of wild animals was real.  Our brains haven’t really evolved much 
since then, we have just become more domesticated.  We don’t fear wild animals so much anymore, but our 
brains still look for threats.  So our brain is actually working to help us. It does this by creating stories of 
assumption based on patterns and predictions.  Our brains are pattern producing machines.   So these stores 
are just are brains way of doing what it does best.  This means that behind every limiting belief lies a positive 
intent.  The intent is to protect, provide or prevent something.  When we find the positive intent, we can begin 
to appreciate how it is trying to serve us.  While appreciating the positive intent, we can also see the illusion of 
patterns it has been creating in the desire to serve us.  The illusion that the story isn’t really true.  By doing this 
we can then find our truth and begin to live in our new decisions and beliefs.  So ask your limiting belief - 
What is your positive intent?  How are you trying to serve me?  What are you trying to protect me from, 
provide for me or prevent from happening to me?  Thank it for caring for you in this way.  Ask what illusions 
about reality has this story created that isn’t true.  For example, I don’t have the resources.  That is an illusion.  I 
do have resources, I am not being resourceful and today that changes.



QUESTION YOUR ASSUMPTIONS

Limiting Belief - What is your positive intent? 

What illusions have you created? 

My new truth and belief is? 



e

If you had a magic wand with the ability to make anything you wanted come true, what would it be?  This 
is the idea behind your first step of capturing.  In the infamous study conducted by Harvard in 1979 
about writing down goals.  They found that 83% of the respondents had no goals, 14% had goals but 
didn’t write them down (and were 10X more likely to succeed then the 83%) and 3% had written down 
their goals (and were 3X more likely to succeed then those who had them but didn’t have a plan). Or as 
the study shows, those that had written their goals down were financially making 10X of that of the 83%.  
To site a more recent study about writing goals was conducted by Dr. Gail Matthews, at the Dominican 
University in California. Out of the nearly 270 participants, 42 percent of the participants were more 
likely to achieve their goals if they wrote them down.*  The two main reasons that writing your goals 
is so effective is 1.)The Generation Effect  2.) Clarity - We encode and externally store information we 
right down.  When are eyes see the information, our brains determine that it must be important since we 
wrote it down.  This gives our brain more clarity on what we want, it then goes to work seeking to find a 
way to make it happen.   

• Inspiration 

• Desperations 

• Most important things 

• Roles in life 

• Areas of life 

• Goals 

CAPTURE

A C T I O N  S T E P

Find a comfortable place that is quit and has no distractions.  Get out a sheet of paper and a 
pin or pencil and start writing.  Most important thing to remember here.  Have fun!  Have fun 
imagining your life experiencing exactly what you want as you write down everything that 
comes to your mind.  Even it if sounds crazy, stupid, silly, unachievable, write it down.  This is 
about having fun and allowing yourself the ability to explore and think about what could be.  I 
believe one of the reasons writing our goals is so helpful in achieving them, as the science 
shows. is because it can unleash our imagination.  What could be if you really wanted it to be?

W H AT  D O  
Y O U  WA N T

G E T  I T  O U T  O F  Y O U R  H E A D  
A N D  D O W N  O N  PA P E R



Include ANYTHING you want to do, be, share, create, have, give. Include financial goals, 
personal development goals, physical goals, relationship goals, contribution goals — 

anything you’d like to learn, enjoy, or do. No matter how silly or outrageous it may seem, 

Circle and place stars around the goals you want most  



Now that you have written everything down on paper, let’s get very clear on exactly what you want. 
Clarity will make your goals so much more attainable. One of the biggest reasons people fail to reach 
their goals is because of the lack of clarity.  Saying you want to loose weight for example is way too 
vague. Instead, pick the actual amount of weight you want to loose, by what date you want to loose it 
and how you are going to loose it.  This way you can track your progress.  If you can’t track your progress 
you don’t know what you are aiming at.  One key to remember in setting your goals is you want to push 
yourself, but you also want to set goals that are realistic.  If your current weight is 275 pounds and you set 
a goal to loose 125 pounds in six weeks. That might not be very realistic, or very healthy. Make your 
goals realistic, start with small chunks that will push you, but something you can achieve.  Don’t get 
upset with yourself.  This is not perfection this is progress.  You will have some set backs along the way.  
Just remember, if what you are doing isn’t creating your desired outcome.  Allow space in your mind to 
change your approach and find a new way.  If that does’t work, find another way.  If you are trying 
everything and it just isn’t working.  You have either chosen the wrong goal, haven’t followed the steps or 
maybe there is something better waiting for you and this is life’s way of helping you see that.      

A S K  Y O U R S E L F
• What do you really want? 

• What do you really not want? 

• Who must you be to create this? 

• Who must you not be? 

• Who do you need on your team? 

• How are you going to do it? 

• What skills will you need? 

• What emotions will you need? 

• What patterns will you need? 

• What standards will you need?

CLARITY

A C T I O N  S T E P
Take the one goal you want the most and expand on it using the SMART* method.   

Specific - I want to loose 2 pounds over the next eight weeks by walking 30 minutes a day.  Determine who, what, when and how. 

Measure - You now have three numbers you can measure daily, weekly and monthly.  You can’t attain when you don’t have an aim. 

Attainable - Don’t focus on the 16 pounds of weight loss focus on the 2 pound increments.  Small things add up real quick. 

Realistic -  2 pounds per week is a challenge, but you know you can do it if you stick to your plan.  You have set the game up to win. 

Time Frame - Set a time on the outcome so you know what keep moving towards.  Keep moving towards the end game. 

B E  V E RY  S P E C I F I C  D O N ’ T  
G E N E R A L I Z E



 

Specific -  

Measure -  

Attain -  

Realistic -   

Time - 

S M A R T



It is time to commit.  Plans without a real commitment to make it happen are just wishes.  It is estimated 
that 98 percent of people don’t follow through on their new years resolution.  Why?  Because they are 
just wishes.  They don’t write them down, they don’t create a plan which means they have nothing to 
commit too.  This is another challenge many people have in creating the life of their widest dreams. They 
don’t commit to make the life they want to experience a must.  What do we make happen in life?  We 
make our must’s happen.  We don’t make are shoulda’s, oughta’s or maybe one day’s ever happen.  The 
Only Way Out is Through.  This is not just a title, this is a reality that we all know and understand.  There 
is no way around, under or over.  Capturing SMART goals alone will make a huge difference in you 
attaining what you really want in life.  However if you don’t commit to the goals that you took the time to 
capture and get clear about.  When life gets in the way, and I can promise you it will.  You will need a fire 
inside of you telling you that the only way out is through, keep pushing, keep striving, keep changing 
your approach if you need to.  You also need someone outside of you to keep the fire lite saying this is 
the way you have chosen, don’t turn back, don’t back down and don’t quit.  You may have some set 
backs , you may need to change your approach but you can do this…do whatever it takes 

P L AY  T O  W I N
• Visualize your new future 

• Feel your future today 

• Cut off any other option 

• Get accountability in your life 

• Create celebrations 

• Create consequences 

• Get a life coach

DECIDE

A C T I O N  S T E P
Pick a goal or area of your life that you really desire to see transformation.  Visualize yourself as this transformed 
person.  Experience the emotions of creating this outcome in your life.  Experience the sights, sounds and smells 
of this transformation.  What does if feel life?  What are people saying to you?  What are they saying about you?  
What does your future look like? Now, cut off anything that will keep you from making this a reality.  Get an 
accountability partner, get a life coach, get whatever you need to keep you on the path to transformation. 
RESOLVE - what is one small you can do right now?  RESOLVE - what is one big thing you could do right now?  
Tell whoever you surrounded yourself with you are taking these steps - then schedule it.

M A K E  A  C O M M I T M E N T  
A N D  D O N ’ T  L O O K  B A C K



What is your vision - Why do you want this - Who do you need 

  What                             Why                               Who



Knowledge is power but action gets results.  If it’s not on your schedule, what is the chance of your 
dream becoming a reality?  When we don’t schedule something and get it down on our daily planner, it 
tells our brain it really doesn’t matter.  This means that when life shows up with something that can 
distract us…AND IT WILL.  We give ourselves a pass and let our real desires become secondary.  This is 
especially true when our desire is something that will require some significant work. By placing your 
action step on your schedule, you are telling the universe - on this day - at this time - I am taking this 
action step towards my dreams.  Just like with the SMART method.  Don’t try and cram the entire action 
plan into your first action step.  This is not a sprint, this is a marathon.  Take the first step that you need to 
take.  Then schedule and show up for next step, then the next step, then the next step.  This means 
learning YES/NO management.  What do you need to say yes to and what do you need to say no to?  Say 
yes to what you ultimately want.  Say yes to what you committed to make happen.  Say yes to what you 
don’t want to regret not doing.  Say no to what is just good and not great.*  Say no to what won’t get 
your closer to your desired outcome.  This may require investing in some sort of planning system.  This 
system doesn’t have to be perfect or fancy or have all the bells and whistles, it just needs to work.

P L AY  T O  W I N
• What are your roles? 

• Desired result in each role? 

• Why do you want your result? 

• What do you say yes to? 

• What do you say no to? 

• Keep your schedule!

SCHEDULE

A C T I O N  S T E P
Pick the goal or area of your life that you decided on and visualized about.  Then ask yourself, what role does the 
dream integrate into?  If you don’t have a role for this dream, create one.  If you want to take your family on a 
trip to see Europe in the next year.  Create a role for the person you will need to be to create this trip.  Then 
name this role.  Special Agent in Charge of Family Adventure.  Now, remember, you need to be very clear on 
what you want.  We want to go to France and England during the month of May in 2022 and visit these specific 
places.  With that clarity in mind, ask yourself.  Why do I want this?  Who can help me?  What do I need to learn 
about to make it happen?  How can I involve the family in this process?  Then schedule your first big action step. 

C R E AT E  T I M E  A N D  S PA C E  
F O R  Y O U R  D R E A M S



W E E K LY  
MON TUES WED THUR FRI SAT SUN

5 AM

6 AM

7 AM

8 AM

9 AM

10 AM

11 AM

12 PM

1 PM

2 PM

3 PM

4 PM

5 PM

6 PM

S C H E D U L E  Y O U R  N E X T  5  A C T I O N  S T E P S  



On your mark, get set, GO!  Take your first big step and take it now.  This is actually one of the easier and 
at the same time harder steps.  All the preparation has already been completed.  You know what you want, 
you know why you want it, you know what you need, you know what you are committed to and you have it 
scheduled. Now you have to take a massive step to get the momentum rolling.  Action creates momentum 
and momentum creates evidence of success and confidence.*  By taking one goal through the 5 master 
steps, you will began to see the results of success and began to realize that you can truly create the life of 
their wildest dreams and speed up your revolutions of achievement. Radical action is the key to this 
achievement.  It’s like jump starting your car with a lighting bolt.  Take big action right away if you really 
want to create the life of your dreams. Just remember, don’t overcommit in a way that will cause 
overwhelm.  Take one big step, then chunk your steps up into bite size pieces and just keep going.  The 
finish line may look far away.  You won’t see results in some cases for a period of time.  I know, I have been 
there in many areas with many roles in my life.  However everyday you take that next step, you are getting 
that much closer to realizing something that you once only dreamed about. Something that you once 
maybe thought could never happen in your life.  The key is that you just have to keep moving. 

G E T  M O V I N G
• Put your action to work 

• Take one massive step 

• Then take one step at a time 

• Don’t over commit yourself 

• Don’t overwhelm yourself 

• Dont’ quit 

ACTION

A C T I O N  S T E P

TA K E  A  B I G  S T E P  

A N D  K E E P  M O V I N G

The first action step you scheduled.  Marie it sure it is a big step that lights a fire in your heart.  This means it 
may need to be somewhat uncomfortable in some instances.  Like taking all unhealthy food and throwing it 
away.  Or just putting your shoes on and going on a run right in the middle of your work day, with your suit and 
tie on.  This might be uncomfortable, but it is a big step.  Whatever step you need to take to get started TAKE IT 
AND TAKE IT RIGHT AWAY.   This is your life, no one is going to live it for you.  No one is going to drop in your 
lap.  In our fast-food quick fix world, we want the silver bullet.  There is no silver bullet.  The Only Way Out is 
Through and the best way through is with these 5 Master Steps.
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